HISTORIOGRAPHY OF THE PERSIAN CAMPAIGN OF PETER THE GREAT 1722-1723 AND ITS RESULTS (TO THE 300TH ANNIVERSARY)

Abstract. The article is devoted to the historiographic understanding of the problem of the Persian campaign of 1722–1723. Peter the Great and the stay of the Russian imperial army in the southwestern Caspian region in the first third of the 18th century. The work examines the process of the formation and evolution of the approaches of historians and historical thought on the problem for almost three centuries. Historiographic comprehension of the problem will make it possible to trace the dynamics of historical thought in the history of the Persian campaign, identify the most poorly developed aspects, show innovative assessments of authors of different historical eras, and update new plots. The relevance of this study is also due to the absence of a historiographical sketch even in the genre of an article on the history of the Persian campaign of Peter I. The pre-revolutionary historiography’s practice of studying the Persian campaign in the context of studying the wars of conquest of the Russian Empire in the Caucasus is analyzed. The works of military and civil historians of this period served a political purpose - to substantiate the advancement and establishment of the empire in the Caucasus region. The main attention was paid to the military-political side of the campaign, its foreign policy background. At the same time, the first special historical studies on the history of the campaign appeared, which are valuable historiographic sources. Many of them were written on the basis of handwritten documents from the personal archive of Peter I, some of which were later lost or became difficult to access. In the Soviet era, the study of various aspects of the campaign, associated with its prerequisites and reasons, the economic and economic development of the region, was significantly expanding, new documentary data were introduced into scientific circulation. Soviet historians adhered to the concept of the objectively progressive meaning of the annexation of the Caspian regions to the Russian Empire, regardless of whatever goals tsarism pursued. The Persian campaign of Peter I was assessed as the protection of the Caucasian peoples from the tyranny of Iran and Turkey. In the last two or three decades, in the study of the problem of the military-political campaign of 1722-1723. empire, there were significant successes associated with the development of new plots, using modern historical approaches and the introduction into scientific circulation of a colossal fund of archival documents and narrative sources. At the same time, in the 1990s, there are attempts to revise the “Persian campaign”, to replace it with a new name - “Caspian campaign”, which has not been established outside the limits of regional Caucasian studies. At the present stage, researchers deepen and expand the existing scientific understanding of this problem by applying such scientific approaches as the history of everyday life, military-historical anthropology. In modern domestic historiography, there has been a tendency to study the historical memory of Dagestan society about the image of Peter I, and to study the problem from the standpoint of the Russian-Persian-Ottoman borderland (frontier), which acted not only as a zone of conflict, resistance, but also the interaction of border communities and their elites.
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ИСТОРИОГРАФИЯ ПЕРСИДСКОГО ПОХОДА
ПЕТРА ВЕЛИКОГО 1722-1723 ГГ. И ЕГО ПОСЛЕДСТВИЙ
(К 300-ЛЕТИЮ ПОХОДА)

Аннотация. Статья посвящена историографическому осмыслению проблемы Персидского похода 1722–1723 гг. Петра Великого и пребывания российской императорской армии в юго-западном Прикаспии в первой трети XVIII в. Историографическое осмысление проблемы даст возможность проследить динамику исторической мысли по истории Персидского похода на протяжении почти трех столетий, выявить наиболее слabo разработанные аспекты, показать новаторские оценки авторов разных исторических эпох, актуализировать новые сюжеты. Актуальность настоящего исследования также вызвана отсутствием историографического очерка даже в жанре статьи по истории Персидского похода Петра I. Проанализирована господствовавшая в дореволюционной историографии практика изучения Персидского похода с контексте изучения завоевательных войн Российской империи на Кавказе. Труды военных и гражданских историков этого периода служили политической цели — обоснованию продвижения и утверждения империи на Кавказском регионе. Главное внимание уделялось военно-политическей стороне похода, его внешнеполитической функции. В это же время появились первые специальные исторические исследования об истории похода, являющиеся ценными историографическими источниками. Многие из них написаны на основе рукописных документов из личного архива Петра I, часть которых в последующем была утрачена или стала труднодоступной. В советскую эпоху значительно расширяется исследование разных аспектов похода, связанных с его предпосылками и причинами, хозяйственно-экономическим освоением региона, вовлекается в научный оборот новые документальные данные. Советские историки придерживались концепции об объективно-прогрессивном значении присоединения прикаспийских регионов к Российской империи, независимо какие бы цели не преследовал царизм. Персидский поход Петра I оценивался как защита кавказских народов от тирании Ирана и Турции. В последние два-три десятилетия в изучении проблемы военно-политической кампании 1722-1723 гг. империи наметились значительные успехи, связанные с таким подходом к походу, с использованием современных исторических подходов и введением в научный оборот колоссального фонда архивных документов и нарративных источников. В современной отечественной историографии наметилась тенденция изучения исторической памяти дагестанского общества об образе Петра I, исследования проблемы с позиций российско-персидско-османского пограничья (фронт), выступавшего не только зоной конфликтности, сопротивления, но и взаимодействия пограничных сообществ и их элит.
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The Persian Campaign of 1722-1723 of Peter the Great is the first large-scale foreign policy operation of the Russian state in the East, which led to the establishment of the Russian power in the Caucasus-Caspian region. Today, we are three centuries away from the beginning of this military campaign. The approaching anniversary is a good reason to outline the results in the history of studying this military operation of the Russian Empire. The historiographical comprehension of the problem will make it possible to trace the dynamics of historical thought on the history of the Persian Campaign for almost three centuries, to identify the most poorly developed aspects, to show innovative assessments of authors of different historical eras, to actualize new topics. The relevance of the study is also caused by the lack of a historiographical study, even in the genre of article on the history of the Persian expedition of Peter I. This paper aims at a historiographical analysis of the available scientific literature on the history of the Persian Campaign of Peter I and its results, focuses on controversial aspects and contradictions between concepts and, most importantly, gives the author’s opinion on ways to overcome the identified problems and contradictions. The work in no way claims to be a comprehensive solution to this problem, since it is impossible to achieve this within the framework of a single scientific publication due to its limited scope.

The Persian Campaign of Peter I became the starting point in the study of the ethnoculture, history, geography of the Caucasus, i.e. the study of the region went hand in hand with the gradual annexation of its individual parts to the empire. Scientific knowledge was necessary for the successful implementation of military expeditions, for establishing communications for trade and military-political purposes, for creating a more effective management system. At about the same time, the first historical descriptions [1; 2; 3] of the campaign and the acquired Russian territories in the Caspian were prepared. The scientific significance of these publications lies in the fact that they were written and compiled by the direct participants of the events they describe. When using these works, the subjectivity of the authors’ views should be taken into consideration.

In the 18th century in the field of humanitarian knowledge, the epochal phenomenon was the creation of the multi-volume work of I.I. Golikov «The Deeds of Peter the Great, the Wise Reformer of Russia», in which documents from the archive of Peter the Great’s Cabinet were used for the first time. The description of the Persian Campaign based on documentary material was covered in the eighth part of the book [4].

In the 19th century, due to the Caucasian War that lasted for half a century, interest not only in the events of the war years, but also in the previous military and political actions of Russia in the region increased. The first special historical studies [5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12] about the Emperor’s campaign in the Caspian region emerge, which are valuable historiographical sources. Many of them were written on the basis of handwritten documents from the personal archive of the tsar, some of which were subsequently lost or became difficult to access. Thus, for example, V.V. Komarov in his work published the part of the text of the military-historical poster of 1779 «Description of the Campaign of Emperor Peter the Great to the Persian provinces
lying near the Caspian Sea», with illustrations of plans of Caspian cities, fortresses and a map of the Caspian Sea. The archeographic publication of the same poster from the collection of the Manuscript Department of the Library of the Academy of Sciences was carried out by L.L. Muravyeva [13].

The cartographic part and illustrations of the poster have been ignored until recently, while the handwritten text and the map of the Caspian Sea, plans of cities and fortresses make up two closely related parts of the poster of 1779, compiled on the basis of sources related to the events described [14]. We have managed to fill this gap. In the process of working on the RFBR project «Peter the Great in the historical fate of the Caucasian-Caspian region» in 2020, we identified and published the entire military-historical poster of 1779 in the collection of documents «The Western Caspian Region as part of the Russian Empire (1722-1735): a collection of archival documents. Makhachkala: Mavraev, 2020».

Peter’s expedition to the Caspian region was covered in pre-revolutionary historiography in the context of the study of conquest wars and the establishment of Russian power in the Caucasus. In their works, the historians of the 19th century D.P. Buturlin [15], P.G. Butkov [16], V.A. Potto [17; 18] when covering the problem of Russia’s eastern policy, focus on the Persian Campaign of Peter I. These studies mainly served a political purpose – to substantiate the incursion and establishment of the Russian Empire in the Caucasus. As we know, the territories conquered by Russia on the western shore of the Caspian Sea were returned to Persia in the mid-30s of the 18th century. The occupation of the Caspian region by Russian troops pursued two goals: the economic one – to seize the Trans-Caucasian route leading to Asia Minor and India, and the political one – to prevent Turkey from reaching the Caspian Sea. The conquered Caspian territories turned out to be unprofitable despite the fact that the «Persian» incomes were slowly but gradually growing. The income did not cover the costs of maintaining the army. When political stabilization came to Persia again, and with it there was a guarantee that the Turks would not be allowed to enter the Caspian region, the Russian Empire considered it necessary to return the conquered Caspian territories to Nadir Shah. This interpretation of the events was suggested by military historians P.G. Butkov, V.A. Potto et al.

The increased interest in the 19th century on the part of official Russian historiography in the Caucasus region, Peter’s foreign policy action in particular, led to the publication of a number of documents [19] on this issue, which contain valuable information about Peter’s campaign and the presence of the Russian army in the Western Caspian region.

The political aspect of the campaign is covered in E.I. Kozubsky’s work on the history of the city of Derbent [20]. The author reports data on the voluntary surrender of the city and the loyalty of the majority of its citizens to the Russians, gives details on the emperor’s stay in the city, the appointment of Colonel A.T. Junger as the commandant, the quarter of troops in the fortress and the coastal part of the garrison, about its command structure and functionality. Unfortunately, the author does not provide any justification for the campaign, does not conclude the reasons.
for the withdrawal of Russian troops from the Caspian regions in the mid-30s of the 18th century.

In pre-revolutionary historiography, more attention is paid to the military-political aspect of the Peter the Great campaign, while the issue of economic development of the Caspian territories remained unexplored. At the beginning of the Soviet era, E.S. Zevakin devoted his work to the study of the said aspect [21]. Having published in his work the main items of income and expenses for individual Caspian regions for eight years, from 1723 to 1731, the author comes to the conclusion about the effectiveness of the empire’s economic policy in the region. In his conclusion, the author takes into account only local expenses. In our opinion, if we add the national expenses for ammunition, transport, the construction of military fortifications, as well as the expenditure of manpower, then profitability is out of the question. The unprofitability was largely due to the low level of organization of economic management in the annexed territories. Economic activity was entrusted to the military authorities, who were incompetent in this sphere. No attempts were made to develop new crops, except for viticulture and saffron business in Derbent and its agricultural district, to organize trade and transport. Therefore, the conclusion of E.S. Zevakin, based on incomplete statistical data, should be considered inaccurate.

The first monographic study on the Persian Campaign was the work of historian V.P. Lystsov [7], published on the basis of a Candidate thesis. Basing on documents, mainly from the Russian State Archive of Ancient Acts (RGADA), the author reveals in detail the prerequisites and goals of Peter’s campaign to the Western Caspian region, briefly reviews its course, highlights the complex international situation in the region. V.P. Lystsov’s monograph is limited by a rather narrow chronological framework – 1722-1723, since a broad chronology would significantly exceed the scope and possibilities of the Candidate’s thesis. Moreover, for ideological reasons, the author could not connect the events described with the Treaty of Ganja of 1735, under the terms of which all previous achievements of the Russian Empire were annulled, which ultimately devalued the results of Peter’s Persian Campaign. Thus, this work does not fully cover the issue under study.

The book as a whole was received positively by historians, but with some degree of criticism. Working at that time as Dean of the Faculty of History and International Affairs at MGIMO, Candidate of Historical Sciences L.A. Nikiforov published a detailed review in the journal «Voprosy Istorii» (Questions of History) [22]. The reviewer considers unreasonable the author’s desire to highlight economic goals and plans of the campaign dictated by the growing «needs of Russia for various raw materials, luxury goods and monetary assets.» This formulation of the question «is very successfully broken down by the author himself, when in the second section of the book he writes about the vulnerability of Russia from the southeast, about the need to secure Russian borders, i.e. about the needs of Russia’s defense. It would indeed be more correct to put these reasons for the campaign in the first place.» For this reason, «the first chapter of the book, which contradicts other chapters, should be considered unsuccessful,» the reviewer concludes [22, pp. 106-107].
V.P. Lystsov’s book, at least for the last six decades, has remained the only monographic study on the Persian Campaign of Peter I, which served as a starting point for developing new aspects of this problem in the subsequent period.

Various issues of the campaign and the stay of the Russian forces on the western coast of the Caspian Sea were covered in the Soviet regional historiography mainly from the standpoint of the joint struggle against Turkish and Iranian claims [23; 24; 25]. The conclusions in these works boil down to the fact that whatever goals tsarism pursued, «the annexation of the Caspian provinces had an objectively progressive significance, protected Dagestan from absorption by Turkey, contributed to the development of the productive forces of the region and the culture of its peoples» [23, p. 124].

Historians of the Transcaucasian republics, such as V.N. Leviatov, P.T. Arutunyan, A.A. Abdurakhmanov, G.B. Abdullaev, G.G. Paychadze, F.M. Aliev [26; 27; 28; 29; 30; 31] and others consider the problem from a similar point of view. The policy of the Russian Empire in the Caucasus was interpreted by pragmatic considerations as aimed at protecting fellow Armenians and Georgians from Iranian-Turkish oppression; the tsar was seen as a liberator from the tyranny of the Eastern rulers. The authors adhere to the position of the objectively progressive significance of the annexation of the Caucasian regions to the Russian Empire. The abandonment of the Caspian region by Russian troops was explained by the strengthening of Iran, to which the Caspian regions could be handed over safely. The key point was to prevent Turkey to gain access to the Caspian Sea. The last statement was brought back from the pre-revolutionary historiographical practice. These works do not take into consideration the goals of the Russian state as a young empire, which sought to establish itself in the Caspian regions and gain its routes to eastern countries.

A significant achievement of the Dagestan historical school of the Soviet era in the study of the problems of Russian-Dagestan relations of the 17th – early 19th century should be considered the creation of two collections of documents [32; 33]. They contain valuable documents from the archives of Moscow, Saint Petersburg, Tbilisi and Makhachkala about the history of centuries-old relations between Russia and the peoples of Dagestan, including the Persian Campaign of 1722-1723 and its results. However, the selection of documents itself raises certain questions; documents on Russian-Dagestan relations that do not correspond to the official Soviet ideology were not included in the collections.

The meeting of one of the influential Dagestani rulers, shamkhal Adil-Girei, with Peter the Great, who declared his loyalty to the tsar, and the emperor’s visit to the shamkhal’s house in the company of ministers and generals, are described in a small publication by G.S. Fedorov [34], prepared on the basis of the «Expedition Journal of 1722».

During the formation of their own national historiographical principles in the former Soviet Union republics, there were works on the history of the relations of the Transcaucasian peoples with Russia, which radically differed from the Soviet era in their assessments. When describing Peter’s policy in the Caspian region, instead of the former «assistance to economic development», protection «from the plunders
and violence of Iranian invaders and Turkish mercenaries», new, diametrically opposite assessments are given: «invasion», «occupation», «seizure of the territory of the Safavid state and Azerbaijan» [35; 36], and the former assistance from Russia is interpreted as the implementation of its own designs or the desire to «enslave» the Transcaucasian peoples [37]. After the Transcaucasian republics gained sovereignty, their historians tried to show that the plan to include the peoples of the region into the Russian Empire was defective, the accession of non-ethnic territories to the empire was presented from the position of the well-known concept of «absolute evil».

At the turn of the fall of the Soviet and the formation of Russian historiography in connection with the study of the foreign policy history of the North Caucasus of the 18th century, Dagestani historian N.A. Sotavov addressed the problem of the Persian Campaign of Peter the Great. One of the sections of his work is titled «Caspian Campaign of Peter I and its results» [38]. Based on the rich archival material, the author analyzes the difficult Russian-Turkish relations that developed after the emperor’s campaign. The campaign itself and the Russian-Iranian Treaty of St. Petersburg of 1723 and the Russian-Turkish Treaty of Constantinople of 1724 signed after it, the author considers the beginning of a new stage of the Russian struggle for the solution of the Caucasian problem [38, p. 67]. Regarding this statement, our standpoint coincides with the opinion of N.A. Sotavov, mainly because Russia at that time took real action in the Caucasus-Caspian region after more than a century. The works of N.A. Sotavov had a significant influence on the works of subsequent generations of historians of Dagestan in terms of covering the history of the Persian campaign and its foreign policy background.

In the early 1990s, instead of the name «Persian Campaign» that was established in historiography, the concept of the «Caspian Campaign» was introduced. For the first time this name was used in Russian historiography by N.I. Pavlenko [39, pp. 429, 432]. After him, N.A. Sotavov widely applies the concept of the «Caspian Campaign». However, the authors do not justify the introduction of the new name of the campaign into science in any way. In all fairness, it should be noted that earlier attempts were made to introduce new names for the campaign – «Caucasian» and «Transcaucasian» ones [40], but to no avail. Analyzing a large body of documents from the federal and state archives of Russia on this issue, we have not found the name «Caspian Campaign» in any of the sources; on the contrary, in the documents the campaign is called the «Persian» or «Nizovoy». In addition, the campaign was undertaken to conquer the regions that at that time were part of Persia or under the sphere of its influence. Therefore, we believe that the definition of the «Caspian Campaign» introduced by the abovementioned authors does not quite correspond to historical reality.

Nevertheless, the name «Caspian Campaign» from the beginning of the 1990s gradually began to be approved in regional Caucasian studies. From this point of view, the Dagestani scholar-teacher M.R. Gasanov [41; 42] addressed the problem under study, considering this campaign one of the key and fateful stages in the history of Russian-Dagestan relations.
Similar assessments are also held by the authors of generalizing scientific publications published in the first decade of the new century on the history of the peoples of Dagestan and the North Caucasus, their centuries-old relations and integration with Russia [43; 44; 45]. In these works, along with outdated Soviet approaches to assessing the results of the campaign, there are also new interpretations. Thus, the abandonment of the Caspian regions by Russia in the mid-30s of the 18th century is explained by «the economic unprofitability of preserving remote and poor North Caucasian lands as part of the Russian state.» At the same time, the political factor is taken into account: «Russia’s relations with its long-time rivals, Iran and the Ottoman Empire, were also affected by the changed balance of power in the European arena» [45, p. 43].

In the post-Soviet Russian historiography, there is an increased interest in Peter’s campaign in the Caspian Sea, as evidenced by publications prepared on the basis of new documentary data on the situation of the Nizovoy Corps [46; 47; 48; 49], established for the management and integration of the region into the Russian economic, political and legal space. In these publications, the source base of the problem is significantly expanded. In one of his publications, M.A. Polievktov introduces a valuable archival document in German, titled «Remarks tending to the true benefit of your Majesty in those conquered Persian provinces that, according to Persian treatises, remained with his Majesty of Russia.» The document is an official memorandum, compiled on behalf of the official authorities, on the possibility of raising the profitability of the Caspian regions, primarily Baku and Derbent, which became part of the Russian Empire. According to the researcher’s suggestion, the author of the memo was J.G. Gerber, who compiled it in 1732 [49, pp. 527-534, 536] after the abandonment of Gilan by the Russian troops. Unfortunately, this project, which provided for a whole range of measures to increase revenues from the Caspian regions, remained on paper and did not affect the economic management of the «newly conquered» regions.

The Candidate’s dissertations of the last two or three decades on various aspects of the history of the Caucasus and its relations with Russia in the first half of the 18th century clearly show the increased interest in the topic of the Persian campaign of Peter the Great [50; 51; 52; 53; 54; 55]. Many of them remain committed to Soviet approaches, and the emperor’s campaign is seen as the protection of the Caucasian peoples from the tyranny of Iran and Turkey, the strengthening of the south-eastern borders; some authors even attribute a defensive nature to the campaign.

A significant contribution to the historiography of the Persian Campaign and its results was made by the prominent Russian historian I.V. Kurukin [56; 57; 58; 59; 60; 61]. Based on new documentary data from the federal archives of the country, various aspects of the problem related to the system of the imperial experience in managing the region, building contacts between Russians and the local population are explored. As a result of the research, the author comes to a very important conclusion that «the Russian troops scattered over a considerable area faced rejection of foreign domination in a country with stable traditions of statehood and could hardly maintain order in the occupied provinces,» and as a result «the young (Russian - auth.) empire was not
yet ready for the development of remote Caspian provinces and their management» [58, p. 768]. This conclusion, which differs significantly from those made by previous researchers, is characterized by innovation and is justified by documentary data.

The campaign of Peter I in 1722-1723 to the Western Caspian region and the Caucasus, which led to the conquering of the region, as well as the subsequent fate of the Nizovoy Corps and the policy of Russia in this region until the end of the 18th century became the subject of an in-depth study in the monographic work of I.V. Kurukin [61]. This is the second monograph in Russian historiography after the work of V.P. Lyssov on the history of the Persian Campaign of Peter I and its results. The monograph is distinguished by a solid source base, a combination of documents from federal archives with rare published sources and little-known historiography. Using modern historical approaches, the author examines a wide range of issues related to the military-political campaign of 1722-1723, the conclusion of international treaties with Iran (1723) and Turkey (1724), the establishment of the Russian-Turkish border, the activities of the Nizovoy (Persian) Corps for the management and economic development of the empire of the western shores of the Caspian region, the everyday life of Russian officers and soldiers. Many author’s generalizations were the result of the search, identification and analysis of documentary data. Among them, in particular, is the idea that «Peter’s plans, as in many other cases, were ahead of their time. The country did not yet have economic opportunities for large-scale development of overseas territories, and the tsar’s call to ‘build companies’ did not receive a response; Cossacks and soldiers could not replace energetic businessmen, sailors, merchants, shipowners, who were scarce in Russia itself» [62, p. 274].

Military events in Dagestan during the stay of the imperial army in the region, in particular punitive expeditions against shamkhal Tarkovsky Adil-Girei, according to I.V. Kurukin, marked the beginning of the Caucasian War. The author considers «it fair the existence of more than one (Caucasian war. – auth.), and several such wars in the period from 1722 to the suppression of the last great uprising in Chechnya and Dagestan in 1878, more precisely, not so much the actual wars as the coupling of diverse and different-time conflicts related to the problems of internal development of highland societies, their resistance to Russian advance into the Caucasus, the struggle of the Russian authorities with raids, interethnic contradictions and continuous strife, finally, with the clash of various civilizations and the struggle for the division of Transcaucasia between the great powers» [63, p. 10]. The attribution of the beginning of the Caucasian War to the events of the Peter’s era in the Caucasus emerged in the works of pre-revolutionary authors. Thus, V.A. Potto drew attention to the fact that «if Russia’s relations with the Caucasus date back to the oldest times of our history, then the first steps towards its lasting conquest were taken by Peter the Great, who pointed out to Russia the global objectives that it faced in the Near Asian East in the future» [63]. If we proceed from this view, then it should be noted that in the previous period, in particular at the turn of the 16-17th centuries, armed clashes between Russian troops and Dagestani detachments took place, that it was from this time that Russia’s advance into the Caucasus started. As for the Caucasian War, it
should be considered as an independent process, as it has already been established in historiography, following the incorporation of the Caucasian region into the Russian Empire, or as the final stage of annexation, with a specific chronological framework.

Various aspects of the stay of the Russian army in Dagestan in 1722-1735 were reflected in the monograph and numerous publications of the Dagestani historian N.D. Chekulaev [64; 65; 66; 67; 68; 69; 70; 71; 72; 73; 74], some of which were prepared in collaboration with other researchers. The author’s research practice has shown that regional archives, in particular the Central State Archive of the Republic of Dagestan, contain a large number of valuable documents about the activities of the Nizovoy Corps in the Western Caspian region. N.D. Chekulaev and co-authors provide information on the recruitment, food and medical support of the regiments of the Russian army. Based on the documentary data, the role of the Terek Cossacks in the Caucasian policy of the empire, the issues of commandant service and the administration of justice in individual garrisons are considered.

With all the value of N.D. Chekulaev’s publications, among them there are also those in which the old pre-revolutionary approaches are reanimated. Following Professor I.V. Kurukin, the author places the two-century history of the Russian-Caucasian confrontation into the concept of the «Caucasian War», attributing the beginning of the war to 1725-1726, when a series of punitive expeditions were undertaken under the leadership of Major General G.S. Kropotov against the Dagestan ruler Shamkhal Adil-Girei, who had betrayed the tsar [74].

Publications of E.I. Inozemtseva are devoted mostly to the economic policy of the Russian state in the Caucasus in the 18th century [75; 76; 77; 78]. Combining the archival documents with narrative sources, she managed to explore the role and importance of the Caspian trade route and the Caspian Sea as a contact zone in the formation and development of economic relations between the Russian Empire and its eastern neighbors, to show the organization of safe navigation in the Caspian region, the creation of trade infrastructure, to show the process of integration of the Western Caspian region into the Russian economic system.

An important direction in the historiography of the problem under question has recently become the study of the role of the nomadic and settled peoples of southern Russia as allies of the Russian government in the Caucasus. A number of publications discuss the role of Cossacks and Kalmyks in the Russian military company in the Western Caspian region in the first third of the 18th century [77; 79; 80; 81]. As we know, irregular forces acted as punitive detachments against the rebellious Caucasian and Persian rulers. Kalmyk historian V.T. Tepkeev shows the ambiguity of the policy of the Kalmyk Khan Ayuki, when he simultaneously participated as an ally in the campaign of the Russian army in Derbent, and at the same time continued to maintain good-neighborly relations with those Dagestani rulers who opposed the Russian government. When the leaders of the Kalmyk army were ordered to pursue the inhabitants of Endirey who resisted the army of Peter I, the Kalmyks secretly warned them «to hide wherever they can» [82, p. 18]. However, it should be noted that V.T. Tepkeev uses the new name «Derbent Campaign» to label the military
campaign of 1722, which by semantics cannot cover the essence of the military-political operation of Peter the Great.

N.N. Garunova’s study is devoted to the problems of the implementation of the Caucasian policy of the Russian Empire and the role of Russian fortress cities in this process, including those founded in the Peter’s era [83; 84]. The researcher examines the role of the Tersk town and the fortress of the Holy Cross (the latter was founded by the personal order of Emperor Peter the Great) as Russian outposts in the Caucasus, as well as the problems of the colonization and resettlement policy of the empire in the region. A notable phenomenon in the historiography of the problem under study was another publication by N.N. Garunova, which is dedicated to the general-in-chief V. Ya. Levashov [85] during his stay in the Caucasus.

The historiography of the personalities participating in Peter’s campaign of 1722-1723 and the figures of the Nizovoy Corps still remains a poorly developed historiographical topic. Historical personalism in scientific research, methodologically related to the problem of the role of personality in history, can be a promising direction in the study of the stated problem.

The actualization of not only certain aspects, but also the entire problem of the Persian campaign of 1722-1723 is evidenced by holding the international scientific conference «The Caucasus and the Middle East: from the Caspian campaign of Peter I to the collapse of the Nadir Shah power» in Makhachkala in 2020, dedicated to the 290th anniversary of the campaign, with a subsequent publication of the collection of articles. Among a large number of publications, we highlight the papers of N.A. Sotavov «The Caucasian campaigns of Peter I and Nadir Shah Afshar and their consequences for the peoples of the region» [86], A.M. Magomeddadaev, Z.M. Amirov «The Azov-Caspian campaigns of Peter I in the context of international politics and the invasion of Nadir Shah in the Caucasus» [87], in which the Persian campaign is considered in the context of a complex international situation in the region, in conjunction with other foreign policy companies of the emperor.

In the publication of the Chechen historian Sh.A. Gapurov [88] the campaign of Peter I is considered from the point of view of foreign authors. The author comes to the conclusion that «almost all foreign historians agree mainly with the opinion of domestic authors about the goals of Peter the Great’s Caspian campaign: to get access to the Caspian Sea, establish trading posts on its coast, establish trade relations with India and other eastern countries through the Caspian Sea, turn the Persian silk trade route to Europe, which ran through Turkey and Turkish possessions to Russia, turning it into a transshipment point for eastern trade with Europe and, finally, prevent Turkey from reaching the Caspian Sea, seizing the Caspian coast, which would pose a serious threat to Russia’s southern borders.» As for the reasons for the unexpected retreat of the emperor himself and his army, foreign authors tend to consider «the threat of war with Turkey as the most important reason» [88, p. 68]. This, in particular, was mentioned by some Russian historians such as V.P. Lystsov, O.P. Markov, N.A. Sotavov with reference to Turkish authors. On this issue, the historian I.V. Kurukin writes that «the decrees and other papers at our disposal
from Peter’s Cabinet do not contain information about the arrival of any of the
Turkish diplomats to the Russian camp; this topic was not raised among the generals
at the «council» held in the camp [62, p. 102]. In addition to that, we conducted
comprehensive research on Peter’s legacy in the history of the Caucasus within the
framework of the RFBR grant and failed to find any documents on this subject in
the central and regional archives. Thus, the idea that the Emperor’s campaign was
interrupted due to the threat of war with the Turks, which migrated from the works of
Turkish authors to the works of domestic historians, has no documentary evidence.

The foundations of the Eastern policy of Peter the Great occupy an important
place in the modern Russian historiographical discourse. This is evidenced by the
XI International Petrovsky Congress «Peter I and the East» held in St. Petersburg
in 2018, which resulted in a collection of articles. The first section of the collection
«Caspian region and Persia» of twelve papers covers a wide range of issues of the
emperor’s policy in the Caspian region. At least six papers of this collection are
devoted to the Persian campaign. These are publications of the Rostov historian
P.A. Avakov [89] on the participation of the Don Cossacks in the campaign, Dagestan
historians M.S. Gadzhiev, E.I. Inozemtseva, N.D. Chekulaev [90] about the Derbent
garrison of the Nizovoy Corps, N.M. Speranskaya [91] about the journal of the Persian
campaign from the Voltaire library, etc., which are distinguished by a solid source
base, innovative approaches and assessments of the problem under study.

The most informative is the article by the leading archivist and historian T.A. Lapteva
[92], written on the basis of documents of the collection of the «Cabinet of Peter the
Great» from RGADA. The publication reviews the activities of the commandant of
the Derbent garrison of the Nizovoy Corps, Colonel A.T. Junger («the nestling of
Peter’s nest») for the management and economic development of Derbent and its
surroundings, one of the few who continued the work of the emperor after his death.
Documents published as an appendix to the article, present the correspondence of
the commandant with the Cabinet Secretary A.V. Makarov, reveal the commandant
A.T. Junger as an experienced and efficient manager who cares about the affairs of
the empire in the Caspian regions.

The stay of Peter the Great in Derbent during the Persian Campaign is considered in
the article by archaeologist M.S. Gadzhiev [93]. In addition, the publication provides
graphic materials and photographs of the 19th – early 20th century, depicting
the dugout of Peter I and the columned building above it, provides an overview of
archaeological research at the site «The House of Peter I» in Derbent.

The issue of Peter the Great’s campaign of 1722-1723 and its results has recently
been touched upon in monographic studies by Dagestan Caucasiologist in connection
with the coverage of issues of the Caucasian policy of the Russian state, international
relations in the North-Eastern Caucasus in the 18th – early 19th centuries [94; 95; 96].

The political situation in Dagestan and the foreign policy of its rulers on the eve of the
campaign are investigated in the article by Sh.A. Magaramov [97]. F.N. Orudzhev’s paper
is devoted to the study of the influence of Peter’s campaign on the process of formation
and strengthening of the pro-Russian orientation of Dagestan political elites [98].
Currently, there is an actualization of source studies on the problem under question due to the two major dates: in 2022, the 350th anniversary of the birth of Peter the Great and the 300th anniversary of the Persian Campaign. In 2020, a collection of archival documents and materials, prepared by Dagestan historians E.I. Inozemtseva, Sh.A. Magaramov and N.D. Chekulaev [99], was published, which include about 300 original documents from the state and federal archives of Russia. The documents were introduced into science for the first time and make it possible to reconstruct the Russian imperial policy in the Western Caspian Region in 1722–1735 in the international context. The collected documents highlight the imperial experience of management and economic development of the region, the system of interaction with local elites, reveal the daily life of Russian officers and soldiers on the coasts of the Caspian Sea, difficulties in the functioning of the Nizovoy Corps associated with the natural factor and the ethnopolitical composition of the region.

The authors published a series of scientific papers on various aspects of the activities of Peter I and the Nizovoy Corps in the Caspian region. Among them are publications devoted to the financial and economic activities of the Derbent garrison of the Imperial troops [100; 101] and Peter the Great’s unfulfilled plans to create a network of trade communications and infrastructure in the Western Caspian region [102]. We should also mention the joint publication of F.A. Polchaeva and D.A. Kasymov, in which they recreate the image of Peter I in the historical memory of the Dagestan population. The innovative ideas of the authors in the formulation of the problem should also be noted. Their study reveals the ambiguity of the perception of the personality of Peter the Great by the modern Dagestan society: «On the one hand, Peter the Great is an invader who burned settlements (in Utamysh and Endirei), ravaged villages (in the Lower Kaitag) and brutally killed their population. On the other hand, he is a great politician who influenced the development of the Russian state for many decades to come, who played a positive role in the development of Russian-Dagestan relations. Despite these diametrically opposed opinions, the image of Peter I in the historical memory of the peoples of Dagestan has formed a fundamentally positive one» [103, p. 897].

Thus, the analysis of the entire complex of historiographical sources published for almost three centuries shows that significant progress has been made in the study of the Persian Campaign of 1722-1723 and its results. At the same time, the assessments and conclusions of the authors of the pre-revolutionary and Soviet eras were made following the prevailing ideological lines in the country. In the last three decades, due to the methodological evolution of research approaches, it has become possible to take a fresh look at the seemingly already established assessments of Peter the Great’s military-political campaign in the Caspian region. A large fund of sources has been introduced into science, which make it possible to develop as independent aspects problems related to the economic development of the empire of the Western Caspian region, the activities of individual personalities, the reaction of the Caucasian and Persian rulers to new political realities. There is a tendency in modern historical science to study the problem from the standpoint of the Russian-Persian-Ottoman frontier, which acted not only as a zone of conflict, resistance, but also the interaction.
of frontier communities and their elites. A promising direction may be the study of the reflection of the events of those years in the historical memory of the population of the Caucasus-Caspian region, including the image of Peter the Great and his generals — M.A. Matyushkin, V.V. Dolgorukov, V.Ya. Levashov and others, who were the direct agents of Russian policy in the Caspian region. Conditions are being created for studying the problem using such methodological approaches as the history of everyday life, military-historical anthropology, historical personalism.
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